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Read Lauren’s
New Book!

In her new memoir
(out Aug. 18), Lauren
writes candidly about
love, loss, staying
grounded, and the
struggle to find her
own footing amid the
frenzy of fame.

Habitats
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Lauren Akins’s Party Barn
The CL Contributor—and now, book author—invites us inside
her Tennessee getaway designed for fun and family.

W

hen Lauren Akins and
her country-musician
husband, Thomas Rhett,
were looking for rural property
outside of Nashville, they found just
the one in a recreational barn
designed by nationally renowned
architect Bobby McAlpine. (He’s also
designed homes for Faith Hill and
Tim McGraw, among other top-billing
photographs by BRIE WILLIAMS

names.) “It’s designed to be a seamless transition from the surrounding
country world to the interiors,” says
Bobby, who has noticed a trend in
homeowners craving bucolic retreats
that can serve as an escapist hangout
spot at the end of the workday or
week (and, yes, spaces that can house
all those four-wheelers). Here’s a
peek inside their pastoral playground.

Lauren greets guests with
daughters Ada James and
Willa Gray (not pictured:
littlest sister Lennon)
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A hanging canoe
playfully brings
in the outdoors.
AN INDOOR SWING

Nothing reinforces a
relaxed, we’re-in-the-country feel like a porch swing,
and this hanging indoor
sofa does the trick. (Find
upholstered swings on
chairloom.com, or try the
“Sunday Porch” swing from
ballarddesigns.com.)
OUTDOOR NOOKS

Painted a warm, earthy
brown (try Iron Mountain by
Benjamin Moore for similar),
the clean-lined outdoor
nook doesn’t fight with its
surroundings. “The whole
property kind of keeps its
mouth shut,” says Bobby.
“It doesn’t go on about
itself. It just is.”
COZY QUARTERS

This alcove (below), and the
entire space, is quite small.
“If the world came to an end,
it’s all you really need. It’s
life stilled down to a bouillon cube,” says Bobby. (Visit
nostalgiafineart.com for
similar nature prints.)

PEACE-AND-QUIET PALETTE

The coloring and textures,
says Bobby, are “designed
to take you back somewhere you’re trying to
remember.” The space is
filled with “familiar, tug-atthe-heartstrings things, like
big checks you’d associate
with a Saturday in the country, whether it’s a tablecloth
or shirt, a pattern that
makes you feel like you’re
not going to work.”
“COMFORT FOOD” DECOR

The property was designed
to look as if it has been on
the land for a long time, a
space that has remained
unchanged for years and
will into the future. “It’s
meant to feel like a homecoming,” says Bobby.
HUMBLE ELEMENTS

“Those antique cutting
boards say all you need to
know about the space. It’s
an emotional trigger that
this is home. Sometimes
you need to go back to that
feeling of where you came
from before you return to
town and the life you made
as an adult,” says Bobby.
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In the kitchen
space, a coffee
bar—essential for
parents of three
young children—is
hidden behind the
wood panels.

Grab a pole! It’s
no secret that
Thomas loves
going fishing,
which he frequently does on
the property.

